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DSCBA AAC LENDING LIBRARY: SPEECH GENERATING DEVICES 
: 

Device User Profile Description Manufacture Retail 
Price 

Step-by-Step 
with Levels 

 

Emergent-
Supplementary 

Designed for pre-recording a series of message sequences to be used throughout the 
individuals day, or program messages to correspond to the activities planned in the home, 
community, and/or classroom. 

ablenet 
www.ablenetinc.com 

$189.00 
 

Step-by-Step 
Choice 

 

Emergent-
Supplementary 

 The LITTLE Step-by-Step Choice with Levels allows you to skip over a message without it 
playing in its entirety.  A great tool for answering multiple-choice questions, or 
communicating desires among a list of options. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ablenet 
www.ablenetinc.com 

$189.00 

iTalk Two 

 

Entry-
Supplementary 

This dual-message communicator gives users the freedom to choose between two 
activities, food choices, stories or two of anything else you can imagine. 

ablenet 
www.ablenetinc.com 

$159.00 
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Talk Block 

 

Emergent-
Supplementary 

Recordable blocks with area for insertable pictures. Records up to 30 seconds of sound. 
Device is lockable.  

http://www.learningr
esources.com/ 

$69.99 
(set of 5) 

Go Talk One 

 

Emergent-
Supplementary 

Single message recordable device.  Devices can be mounted to a location or carried around 
for communication.  

Attainment Company 
www.attainmentcompany.com 

$12.00 

Go Talk 4+ 

 

Entry Lightweight and rugged.  Has 22 messages, 5 recording levels and large message keys for 
easy access. There are 2 core vocabulary messages that remain constant when you change 
levels 

Attainment Company 
www.attainmentcompany.com 

$159.00 

Go Talk 9+ 

 

Entry Lightweight and rugged.  Has 45 messages, 5 recording levels and large message keys for 
easy access. There are 3 core vocabulary messages that remain constant when you change 
levels 

Attainment Company 
www.attainmentcompany.com 

$179.00 

Go Talk 20+ Entry Lightweight and rugged.  Has 100 messages, 5 recording levels and large message keys for 
easy access. There are 5 core vocabulary messages that remain constant when you change 
levels 

Attainment Company 
www.attainmentcompany.com 

$199.00 

http://www.attainmentcompany.com/sites/default/files/imagecache/product_full/GoTalk4Plus_AC.png
http://www.attainmentcompany.com/sites/default/files/imagecache/product_full/GT9Plus_AC.png
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SuperTalker 

 

Entry 8 Levels; can be configured with one, two, four, and eight grid formats. 16 minutes of 
digitized recording time. 
Switch jacks to allow for single and multiple sequential message output. 
Ablenet Inc. $375 E2502 
TechTalk 8 8- 2.5” cells, 

ablenet 
www.ablenetinc.com 

$359.00 

iTouch 

 

Emergent to 
Advanced Apps 

4.4” (l) x 2.3” (w) screen with communication and educational apps ranging in complexity. 
Please see apps list.  

Apple 
www.apple.com 

$299.00 

iPad Mini 

 

Emergent to 
Advanced Apps 

7.87” (l) x 5.3” (w) screen with communication and educational apps ranging in 
complexity. Please see apps list.  
 
Various cases are available to choose from.  

Apple 
www.apple.com 

$299.00 

iPad

 

Emergent to 
Advanced Apps 
 

9.5” (l) x 7.31” (w) screen with communication and educational apps ranging in 
complexity. Please see apps list. 
 
Various cases are available to choose from. 

Apple 
www.apple.com 

$599.00 

TalkTrac 
Wearable 
Communicator 

Intermediate 
Supplemental 

A wristwatch like communicator. Record up to 2 levels of 4 messages for quick 
communication in the home, school and/or community.  
 

ablenet 
www.ablenetinc.com 

$129.00 

http://www.attainmentcompany.com/sites/default/files/imagecache/product_full/GT20Plus-AC.png
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Talking Photo 
Album 

 
 
 

Entry 
Supplemental 

Speech output album that holds standard 43 x 63 photos. The Talking Photo Album 
includes a total of 24 pages, each with an individual message capacity of 10 seconds. Insert 
photos or picture/text cards into the transparent sleeves and record corresponding 
messages. User squeezes Play button to activate speech. Idea book comes with device.  

Attainment Company 
www.attainmentcompany.com 

$29.00 

NovaChat7 

 

Advanced NovaChat 7 is a 7” speech generating device with Chat software on an Andriod platform. 
The device included switch scanning, IVONA speech synthesizer, and number language 
setups. 

Saltillo 
https://saltillo.com/products/no
va-chat-7 
 

$3495.00 

Accent 700 

 

Intermediate 9”w, 5.6” h, 1.5” d. 1.95 lbs with 7” screen. Unity software 
4, 8,15, and 45 locations,  
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth,  
Acapela Text to Speech,  
RealSpeak, AT&T, or Microsoft Voices 

 $5995.00 

SpringBoard Lite 

 

Intermediate 2 lbs, 8 oz. ' Dimensions: 7.3"w x 7.3"h x 1.8"d D 9 Unity software 
4, 8,15, and 32 locations,  
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth,  
Acapela Text to Speech,  
RealSpeak, AT&T, or Microsoft Voices 

  

https://saltillo.com/products/nova-chat-7
https://saltillo.com/products/nova-chat-7
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Other Items to trial no longer commercially available: 

- Neo2 
- Lingo Wearable Communicator 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DSCBA AAC LENDING LIBRARY: SUPPLEMENTARY EQUIPMENT & SOFTWARE 
 

Choiceworks: 
Visual Support 
System

 

 The Choiceworks Visual Support System provides support to assist individuals to follow 
routines, make choices and demonstrate appropriate behavior. Included boards for a 
schedule, choice making, and first/then 

www.amazon.com 

 
$65.00 

BoardMaker 
with SD Pro  

Emergent to 
Intermediate 

Use Boardmaker SDpro as a communicator.  Make PECS, communication boards, and/or 
overlays for various devices.  

Mayer Johnson 
www.mayer-johnson.com 

$749.00 

Target and 
Touch: Patterns 

Emergent to 
Entry 

Designed to develop skills needed to use a touch screen.  
 
Create and color various patterns accompanied by music 

Inclusive TLC Special 
Needs 
www.inclusiveTLC.com 

$98.00 

Target and 
Touch: Music 

Emergent to 
Entry 

Designed to develop skills needed to use a touch screen.  
 
Listen to and see various musical animations.  

Inclusive TLC Special 
Needs 
www.inclusiveTLC.com 

$98.00 

http://www.inclusivetlc.com/
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Puzzle World Early 

Intervention 

Choose from a host of puzzles to play: trucks, wooden games, block, and jigsaw LifeTool $149.00 

FlashWords  
AAC 

Early 
Intervention 

Early reading software: text to reading, sight words LifeTool $179.00 

Kon Zen 2.0  Games to develop short-term memory attention, visual discrimination, and depth 
perception. Activities include fitting shapes and matching 
 

LifeTool  

Food for 
Thought 

Entry-
Intermediate 

Food for Thought will introduce the vocabulary of food and engage learners in activities 
that challenge and stimulate them at their own level of thinking. 

Food for Thought will develop skills in: Counting, Pre-reading, Matching, Sentence making, 
Listening, Choice making, Vocabulary, Word/Symbol recognition, Sorting, Auditory and 
visual discrimination 

Education by Design $69.00 

 


